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1 Introduction29

With the increased availability of detailed individual-level information, per-30

sonalization has become an important topic in many dimensions of our daily life.31

In consumer goods markets, personalized products or product recommendations32

have been well documented (Arora et al., 2008). Personalized medicine has also33

received considerable attention (e.g., Chin et al., 2011, Ng et al., 2009, Schork, 2015).34

Even in labor markets, anecdotal evidence shows that firms actively screen their35

potential workers and make personalized offers. A recent research report by Glass-36

door (Chamberlain, 2015) found both “explained” and “unexplained” increases in37

the average hiring time for US job seekers. Interview methods that have become38

more popular include background checks (25% in 2010 and 42% in 2014) and per-39

sonality tests (12% in 2010 and 18% in 2014)–all of which contribute significantly to40

lengthening hiring time. Many research institutions in China in recent years have41

also been reported to use a “Yi Ren Yi Ce” policy1 when recruiting highly qualified42

scholars. These policies open the possibility of wage personalization at different43

levels of recruitment, and yet the flexibility of such a policy also receives heated44

debate.2 In this paper, we consider behavioral measures that contain reciprocity45

information: If an agent is reciprocal enough, will the principal choose to “trigger”46

her reciprocal response by using a “kind” wage offer?47

To address this problem, we first construct a theoretical model to illustrate48

features of wage personalization. In our setting, a principal is allowed to select49

a combination of a fixed rate and a piece rate for an agent. The agent tends to50

care about the principal’s profit and positively (negatively) reciprocate if the wage51

offer becomes higher (lower) than the agent’s expected wage level. Such wage52

level is modeled using a reference point parameter. Facing a self-regarding or less53

1It means ”each potential candidate will be treated with a (personalized compensation) policy.” A
similar expression is “Yi Shi Yi Yi,” or each (recruitment) case will be negotiated separately.

2For example, in Chinese colleges and institutes, overseas returnees and Chinese-fostered scholars
are becoming polar opposites, partly due to personalized offers(Zweig et al., 2004).
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reciprocal agent, the principal’s optimal strategy involves using a piece rate with54

only the minimum level of the fixed rate. However, she may use a contract with a55

higher fixed rate to achieve a better economic return if she expects that agents will56

positively reciprocate her offers.57

Next, we use a lab experiment to test the potential effect of personalized con-58

tracts. Given that organizations have rich information on employees’ reciprocal59

motivations, they have incentives to use such information to induce employees’60

strategic responses. We adopt a two-stage experimental design: At the first stage,61

a reciprocity response curve for each agent is elicited using a trust game (Berg et62

al., 1995).3 Players do not interact and no feedback is provided at this stage. Partic-63

ipants then enter into the second stage, learn detailed instructions of the contract64

game, and play for another 15 rounds with randomly rematched partners. In half of65

the sessions, each principal in the contract game can personalize their wage offers66

based on the individual-level reciprocity measure (the “individual information”67

treatment). In the other half of the sessions, each principal can only observe the68

average reciprocity information for all agents in the session (the “social informa-69

tion” treatment), so that such personalization is impossible. Principals with more70

accurate individual-level reciprocity information may benefit from personalized71

offers.72

Our results find evidence of above-minimum fixed wages and wage personal-73

ization. A significant portion of principals uses higher-than-minimum fixed rates.74

In the individual information treatment, principals offer a higher fixed rate and a75

lower piece rate to a more reciprocal agent. Yet principals’ payoff becomes lower in76

the individual information treatment, compared with that in the social information77

treatment.78

To understand the impacts of agents’ wage expectations, as well as their relative79

strength of reciprocity, we use structural models to calibrate the two reciprocity-80

3The design is commonly referred as the strategy method (Selten, 1967). See also Casari and Cason
(2009), Solnick (2007) for trust game experiments involving the strategy method.
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related parameters. We explore how measures of reciprocity information are corre-81

lated with these two parameters and how principals can best-respond based on the82

reciprocity information they receive. Our structural estimations show that agents83

expect higher wages in the individual information treatment, and also reciprocate84

higher or lower wages more weakly, compared to the social information treatment.85

We find that the information about individual reciprocity obtained by the principal86

is significantly and negatively correlated with the agents’ wage expectations, but87

not the strength of reciprocity. That is, agents who appear more reciprocal have a88

lower wage threshold for reciprocating positively, but they are not more sensitive89

to wage increases relative to that threshold.90

2 Literature Review91

With previously collected customer data, firms have incentives to unilaterally92

adopt personalization tools and provide personalized recommendations or offers.93

Personalization can significantly increase consumers’ satisfaction and adoption94

(Malthouse and Elsner, 2006) and has been widely adopted by e-commerce plat-95

forms (Linden et al., 2003). However, this approach is still debated. For example,96

consumers’ acceptance of such personalization can be affected by their privacy con-97

cerns and their beliefs about firms’ intentions (Awad and Krishnan, 2006, Kramer,98

2007).99

In modern organizations, principals have implemented various forms of cus-100

tomization strategies, yet in a more informal fashion. For example, idiosyncratic101

employment arrangements (Rousseau et al., 2006) are pecuniary or non-pecuniary102

benefits negotiated between individual workers and their employers to satisfy both103

parties’ needs. Idiosyncratic deals have been seen as having important strategic104

value for employers and may be used to court subsequent reciprocity. However,105

such offers should also be used with caution, because employees may not respond106

positively to such arrangements, especially when their original expectations are107
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inflated (Ng and Feldman, 2010) and when coworkers feel mistreated given the108

social comparison processes surrounding them(Colquitt and Jackson, 2006).109

While similar to customized deals, wage personalization is also different from110

them. First, it specifies a formal contractual relationship between the two sides. Per-111

sonalized offers are more often seen in recruiting highly skilled or talented workers.112

Second, the employer has obtained detailed employee information on their work113

history and other personal characteristics during the recruitment stage or from the114

employment relationship. Therefore, compared with customization, personaliza-115

tion can be a more controversial approach from an ethical perspective (Rosanas116

and Velilla, 2005). Collecting employee information, especially reciprocity-related117

information, is often informal, or even concealed, making such offers less tractable118

in the field.119

In the economics literature, reciprocity reflects agents’ tendency to reward kind-120

ness and punish mistreatment (Rabin, 1993). Principals are tempted to obtain121

the information because it helps mitigate the moral hazard problem (Ross, 1973).122

With wage personalization, principals can avoid the opportunistic behavior of self-123

regarding agents and, meanwhile, trust reciprocal ones. Englmaier and Leider124

(2019) provide one of the earlier experimental studies investigating the possibility125

of a personalized contract. They show that reciprocal agents, who are identified126

by a personality test, are associated with better employee performance, compared127

with less reciprocal ones, in a real effort task in the field. While they exogenously128

vary incentive schemes, we allow wage personalization in a game setting. We also129

use behavior in a trust game (Berg et al., 1995) to disclose information on reciprocity,130

instead of using a measure from a personality test.131

When modeling agents’ reciprocal motivations, the reciprocity utility is usually132

assumed to follow a reference-dependent framework. An agent believes a principal133

is unkind (kind) to her if the principal’s choice is below (above) the reference point134

(Cox et al., 2007, Englmaier and Leider, 2012, Hart and Moore, 2008). One relevant135
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interpretation of the source of the reference point is based on expectation: it reflects136

agents’ expectations about principals’ wage offers (Benjamin, 2015, Macera and137

te Velde, 2018, Sliwka and Werner, 2017). However, in our setting, wage expecta-138

tions are more broadly defined as thresholds above which an agent feels compelled139

to reciprocate with additional effort, and below which she feels compelled to re-140

ciprocate negatively. Because the expected wage level serves as a reference point,141

agents may be more responsive in the loss domain. Field observations suggest that142

negative reciprocity dominates the positive counterpart (Bewley, 1999, Krueger and143

Mas, 2004, Kube et al., 2006). We provide an empirical evaluation of the reciprocity144

reference point, as well as the potential asymmetricity in the reciprocity effects.145

Broadly speaking, our belief-based reciprocity specification is based on psycho-146

logical game theory (e.g., Attanasi and Nagel, 2008) in that reciprocal beliefs directly147

enter into players’ utility. Belief-dependent models have been successfully used to148

explain various behavioral phenomena including reciprocity (e.g., Dufwenberg149

and Kirchsteiger, 2004) and guilt aversion (e.g., Battigalli and Dufwenberg, 2007,150

Cartwright, 2019). Our experiments can be also related to experimental studies on151

trust-related information disclosure. Information disclosure in general improves152

decision-making and reduces mistakes, although the mechanism behind can be153

different (e.g., Attanasi et al., 2019, Zheng et al., 2020). We focus more on whether154

and how personalization works controlling for principals’ average belief.155

Our two-stage experiment consists of two well documented games. The first156

stage employs a trust game (Berg et al., 1995).4 The percentages returned by trustees157

at different investment levels reveal agents’ (positive) reciprocity. In the second-158

stage game, each trustor plays the role of principal and offer a personalized or159

standard wage contract to a paired trustee who acts as an agent. The experimental160

4The trust game is one of the most frequently replicated measures of trust and trustworthiness
(Johnson and Mislin, 2011). The game is a two-person, two-step game between a trustor, who makes
an investment, and a trustee, who decides how to split a return from such an investment. In such a
game, to trust is risky, because the trustee’s behavior is not contractually enforced. Repaying trust
also must contradict the trustee’s self-interest, because she becomes a dictator at the second stage
(where she chooses to transfer back any amount from the investment return).
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setting is modified based on gift exchange games (Fehr et al., 1998, 1993).5 Con-161

ventional gift exchange experiments in the lab usually report a positive correlation162

between wage rates and agent effort when explicit financial (dis)incentives, such163

as performance-based punishments, are excluded (Fehr and Gächter, 2000, Fehr164

et al., 1993, 1997). Meanwhile, performance-based rewards may also conflict with165

positive reciprocity (Gneezy and Rustichini, 2000, Irlenbusch and Sliwka, 2005).166

Anderhub et al. (2002) test a principal-agent environment where the principal can167

choose a combination of a fixed-rate offer and a return share. Such endogenization168

of fixed rates and incentives is meaningful because it provides principals options to169

(not) trigger (positive) reciprocity. They find a high degree of incentive-compatible170

behavior as well as evidence of (negative) reciprocity. Our second stage principal-171

agent game provides a setting in which principals are sensitive to their beliefs about172

agents’ positive reciprocity and may effectively screen it.6173

3 The Experimental Design174

3.1 The game175

The experiment consists of a one-shot trust game and a contract game between176

two players. In the first round of the game (Stage One), a principal (Role A) and177

an agent (Role B) are randomly paired and the agent’s contingent choices for all178

possible transfers in the trust game are recorded. In the next 15 rounds (Stage179

Two), principals and agents are randomly rematched, with their roles fixed. Each180

principal has the opportunity to provide a production task with a linear wage181

schedule containing a fixed rate and a piece rate; each agent can choose her costly182

5In a standard gift exchange game, each principal (buyer) offers a fixed-rate offer (sometimes with
an expected effort level and sometimes in a first stage auction market), and then the agent (seller)
who accepts it chooses a (costly) effort level.

6Englmaier and Leider (2012) envision that empirical evidence of reciprocal wage offers may be
better identified in settings where principals can screen agents effectively, agents’ production is noisy,
and principals have explicit incentives to trigger reciprocity.
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effort for the production and receive the payment accordingly. Details of the two-183

stage game are as follows:184

The Trust Game Stage: The principal is initially endowed with 20 Experimen-185

tal Currency Units (ECU), while the agent has zero ECU. The principal decides the186

number of ECU tokens to be transferred to the agent, and the agent decides her pre-187

ferred returns for all scenarios. They simultaneously decide on their own strategies,188

and no feedback is provided until the end of the 16-round game. The asymmetric189

initial endowment is chosen to reflect potential principal-agent interactions in real190

organizations.191

The Contract Game Stage: At the beginning of each contract game round,192

the principal first learns the currently paired agent’s performance in the first round193

trust game. In the social information sessions, the session averages for each transfer194

scenario of the trust game are reported; in the individual information sessions, each195

randomly paired agent’s contingent choices are reported. If the principal agrees to196

provide a work contract in each of the 15 rounds, she chooses a nonnegative fixed197

rate higher than or equal to a minimum amount (ω >= ω0) and a piece rate (β)198

for the work contract for each round. Then, the agent chooses to reject or accept199

the contract offer and, upon acceptance, selects a work effort level e. Figure 1200

demonstrates the principal (Role A)’s decision screen in the individual information201

sessions. In the left-hand panel, Role A players are reminded of the summarized202

instructions for the game; in the right-hand panel, they are also informed about the203

paired partners’ all contingent responses in the first stage trust game.204

The agent’s work effort e and a random shock jointly determine the production

outcome. In half of the cases, production is determined by q(e, low) = 5 × e; in the

remaining cases, production is determined by q(e, high) = 15× e. For each principal,

the marginal benefit of production satisfies α = 80. Therefore, the principal’s
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Figure 1: Experimental Interface: Role A

monetary payoff can be written as,

uP(e; wage(q)) = α ∗ q(e, ε) − (ω + βq(e, ε)),

where q(e, ε) = e ∗ ε, ε =
{ 5 with 50% probability

15 with 50% probability . For agents, the total cost of the work205

effort is c(e) = c0 × e2. Therefore, the agent’s monetary payoff can be written as,206

uA(e; wage(q)) = ω + βq(e, ε) − c(e).

In addition to monetary payoffs, agents may also be affected by reciprocal motives.207

In order to incorporate this component into the model, we further modify the above208

utility specification:209

uAR(e; wage(q)) = ω + βEq(e, ε) + λ(ω − K) · uP
− c(e), (1)

where the component Λ ≡ λ(ω − K) governs the reciprocity-triggering process.210

Under this utility assumption, reciprocity can be affected by two parameters: a211
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weight parameter, λ, and a reciprocity reference point parameter, K. First, a higher212

λ > 0 suggests that the strength of reciprocal motivations toward a principal is213

stronger. Second, with a lower K, the agent’s expected fixed-rate level becomes214

lower. She will reciprocate more positively when principals’ fixed-rate offers are215

higher than the reference point. In contrast, when the offers are below the reference216

point, she will respond negatively. We investigate these key parameters empirically217

using structural estimations.218

It is worth noting that the above utility specification does not consider pos-219

sible reciprocity toward higher piece rates. In general, players can choose to re-220

ciprocate higher piece rates, however, under this specification, the use of piece221

rates is more costly compared with the fixed rates. Consider an alternative spec-222

ification where agents’ reciprocity can be only triggered with piece rates, i.e.,223

UAR2 = ω + βq(e, ε) + λ(10β − K) · uP. Principals’ optimal piece rates with recip-224

rocal agents concentrate around 40 and 50 most of the time; meanwhile, the fixed225

rate becomes the lowest. This setting leaves principals with little room to trigger226

positive reciprocity. Moreover, when K is larger than 500, principals should never227

trigger positive reciprocity. Empirically, we test if principals’ piece rates make228

agents’ more likely to exert effort higher than the self-regarding and risk-neutral229

benchmark and if principals offer higher piece rates to more reciprocal agents. We230

return to these empirical tests in the result section.231

In the experiment, to ensure that the numbers are easy for agents to digest, we232

use a discretized strategy space for principals and agents, so thatω ∈ {100, 200, ..., 1, 000},233

β ∈ {0, 10, ..., 100}, and e ∈ {1, 2, ..., 10}. c0 is set to 50 in the cost function.234

3.2 Game-theoretic predictions235

The theoretical models can provide us a valuable framework within which to236

organize our data. In this subsection, we provide theoretical predictions based on237

reciprocal and self-regarding agents. The proofs of the propositions are provided238
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in Appendix A.239

First, in the principal-agent setting, inefficiency arises when principals cannot240

implement a socially optimal effort level, because they are limited to using a fixed241

rate above the minimum threshold (ω ≥ 100). Knowing that self-regarding agents242

are not responsive to a fixed rate, principals prefer to go with the lowest fixed rate.243

The proposition regarding a self-regarding agent is summarized below:244

Proposition 1 With a risk-neutral and self-regarding agent, the optimal wage offer for the245

principal consists of the lowest fixed rate ω = 100 and a piece rate of β = 40 ECU.246

If a principal’s offer, especially a fixed-rate offer, deviates from the above benchmark,247

then it suggests that principals generally believe that agents are reciprocal.248

Second, we consider a reciprocal agent described by Equation 1. If the principal249

expects that agents are reciprocal, she may use a different offer with a higher fixed250

rate and a lower piece rate, compared with the offer used in the self-regarding251

case. The exact relationship between agents’ reciprocity-related parameters and252

principals’ offers follows the proposition below.253

Proposition 2 There exists a λ# > 1/α2, such that (1) With λ > λ# and K < α2 + ω0,254

principals tend to use a high fixed-rate offer equal to K + 1
λ and a zero piece rate. (2) With255

a lower λ and/or a higher K, principals tend to use the minimum fixed-rate offer ω0 and a256

piece rate equal to α − α
2×(1−λ(ω0−K)) .257

258

This proposition helps us to understand wage personalization better. If the first259

stage reciprocity measure reflects variations in (principals’ beliefs of) agents’ reci-260

procity coefficient Λ∗ through eitherλor K, then a principal can use such information261

to make personalized offers. With a sufficiently higher λ and a lower K, principals262

have incentives to entrust reciprocal agents with a higher fixed rate transfer and a263

lower piece rate.264

Third, we want to know how self-regarding or reciprocal agents should respond265

in the principal-agent setting. Fixed-rate offers should only affect reciprocal agents.266
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Given a principal’s optimal offer, a self-regarding agent’s response is to choose effort267

level e = 4. For a reciprocal agent, after accounting for the impacts of both λ and K268

on a principal’s offer, the agent’s equilibrium effort response is at the constant level269

e = 4 if the principal does not trigger the agent’s positive reciprocity. However, with270

a higher λ and a lower K, an agent chooses an effort level e = 8, which coincides271

with the socially optimal outcome. Off the equilibrium path, we expect that both272

fixed- and piece-rate offers improve agents’ effort provision.273

Proposition 3 (1) A reciprocal and risk-neutral agent’s effort is positively affected by both274

the fixed rate and the piece rate. (2) A self-regarding and risk-neutral agent’s best response to275

the principal’s optimal offer involves the effort level e∗ = 4. (3) A reciprocal and risk-neutral276

agent with sufficiently high λ and low K chooses the socially optimal strategy e∗ = 8, while277

an agent with lower λ or higher K choose the effort level e∗ = 4.278

It is worth noting that, whenλ is positive yet too small, principals should use the279

lowest fixed rate. In this scenario, agents’ negative reciprocity is usually triggered.280

However, agents’ optimal response is still four, because principals prefer to use a281

higher piece rate to motivate agents to remain at this effort level. With a higher piece282

rate, principals can mitigate the negative reciprocity while avoiding a production283

drop.284

Finally, wage personalization is not allowed in the social information treatment.285

Principals act only according to an aggregate measure of reciprocity. However,286

there can be heterogeneous types in players’ reciprocity preferences. When a highly287

reciprocal and a close-to-self-regarding agent both present in the sample, it is better-288

off using personalized wage offers.289

Proposition 4 If agents’ reciprocity parameters, λ and K, are heterogeneous enough so that290

some of the agents’ positive reciprocity should be triggered and some should not, then wage291

personalization outperforms a uniform wage treatment both in terms of agents’ average292

effort and principals’ total payoffs.293
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Summarizing the above propositions and discussions, If agents are in general294

reciprocal, our model provides the following predictions that can be tested in the295

lab.296

Prediction 1 Principals’ wage offers deviate significantly from the prediction based on the297

self-regarding benchmark in both information treatments.298

Prediction 2 Principals with individual level reciprocity-related information should offer299

a higher fixed rate and a lower piece rate to more reciprocal agents.300

Prediction 3 Reciprocal agents respond positively to fixed rate and piece-rate offers. Less301

reciprocal agents’ average effort level in equilibrium is close to four. With a higher reciprocity302

measure, an agent’s effort level is higher, compared with the self-regarding benchmark.303

Prediction 4 Agents’ average effort and principals’ average payoff in the individual infor-304

mation treatment are higher than those in the social information treatment.305

Linking our theoretical setting with the experiment, principals’ wage person-306

alization first depends on λ. Figure 2 illustrates the main areas associated with307

different wage schemes. By estimating λ we can learn how principals should re-308

spond. When λ is smaller than λ#, principals use the lowest fixed rate and a309

stronger incentive. When λ is greater, principals use the highest fixed rate available310

and drop the financial incentives.7 However, a feature of λ is that it works around311

the reference point. If the effect on loss is much greater than gain, then the reference312

point, K, starts to play an important role in avoiding negative reciprocity.313

In order for wage personalization to work appropriately, we need additional314

tests on important modeling assumptions. On the one hand, wage personalization315

should not create other effects that interfere with the intended treatment effect.316

However, it is possible that agents’ reciprocity is more fragile under wage person-317

alization. For example, while principals are more likely to offer higher fixed rates,318

7In our setting with symmetric reciprocity effects, K < α2 + ω0 is satisfied.
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Figure 2: Illustration of Wage Personalization

agents may also expect higher rates. Personalized offers can directly affect agents’319

wage expectations or have interaction effects with other demographic variables320

correlated with different expected wage levels. Empirical tests on the difference321

between K and its potential determinants are necessary for better evaluation of the322

effect of wage personalization. On the other hand, our reciprocity measure must323

correctly reflect some of the differences in λ and K. These two parameters are324

related yet different: the interpretation of K is more about agents’ expectation on325

wage offers, while λ seems to allude to the strength of agents’ (positive or negative)326

preference toward principals. We empirically test how our measure of reciprocity327

describes the heterogeneity in λ and K.328

Prediction 5 The reciprocity reference point and the relative strength of reciprocity are329

similar across treatments.330

Prediction 6 The reciprocity measure reflects the heterogeneity in the parameters govern-331
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ing reciprocity: the relative strength λ and the reference point K.332

3.3 Issues on the Theoretical Setting333

Our previous theoretical discussions are based on risk-neutral agents. How-334

ever, risk aversion may affect agents’ effort choices, because they face uncertain335

production outcomes. We use the following simulation exercise to illustrate how336

risk aversion can change our theoretical results. Assuming that our agents follow337

the constant relative risk-averse (CRRA) utility function:338

UARR(e; wage) =


(ω+βq(e,ε)+λ(ω−K)·uP

−c(e))1−δ
−1

1−δ if δ , 1

ln(ω + βq(e, ε) + λ(ω − K) · uP
− c(e)) if δ = 1

, (2)

we can plot both principals’ and agents’ optimal responses against risk aversion339

parameter δ for each reciprocity parameter λ and K. Figure 3 illustrates typical340

response curves. When λ is the lowest, the agent is completely self-regarding.341

The fixed rate remains at the lowest for all values of δ and the piece rate becomes342

below the previous theoretical optimal of 40. When λ = 0.0006 and δ ≤ 1.4, the343

principal can benefit from triggering agents’ positive reciprocity so that the fixed344

rate becomes the highest. The piece rate then is set at a much lower level. Under345

this condition, a reciprocal and risk-averse agent put higher effort compared with346

self-regarding and equivalently risk-averse ones. However, the effort is decreasing347

with risk aversion and is well below the self-regarding optimal level (four). When348

δ ≥ 1.5, the agent’s effort becomes too low to support the principal’s high fixed349

rate. Therefore, the principal switches to the lowest fixed rate, which triggers the350

agent’s negative reciprocity. The principal then uses a higher piece rate to further351

motivate the agent. When λ = 0.0012 or even higher, the principal chooses to use352

the highest fixed rate and the lowest piece rate for all risk aversion levels considered353

in the figure. Agents’ effort levels still decrease with risk aversion, yet with a high354
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λ, it is possible that a risk-aversion agent’s effort is higher than the self-regarding355

and risk-neutral benchmark most of the time. In summary, on the principal side,356

risk aversion tends to lower the principal’s wage offer when positive reciprocity is357

triggered; yet the impact is quite limited. On the agent side, risk aversion strongly358

decreases the agent’s effort over time. For effort levels lower than four, it is difficult359

to confirm reciprocity. However, for effort levels higher than the self-regarding and360

risk-neutral benchmark, positive reciprocity must play an important role against361

risk aversion. In the later empirical tests, we directly control for agents’ risk aversion362

using elicited risk measures. In addition, we allow nonlinear utility specifications363

in our structural analysis to better account for risk aversion.364

3.4 Issues on the Experimental Procedure365

Our experiment consists of two information treatments. In both treatments,366

we withhold detailed instructions for the second stage at the beginning, so that367

subjects cannot form expectations based on the second stage (expected) payoffs.368

This design is consistent with wage personalization practices: when agents know369

the reciprocity elicitation approach well, strategic behavior will distort the measure370

of reciprocity and render less variation of the measure on which a personalization371

strategy relies. Such strategic behavior will also distort principals’ beliefs about372

the credibility of such measure and make them less willing to provide reciprocity-373

based wage offers. Moreover, the current design makes the later structural analysis374

possible. However, there is also limitation to this design. While the practice of375

wage personalization itself must entail some versions of information withholding,376

subjects may dislike it after knowing that their wage is personalized.8377

To make sure that all participants understand the game, we provide question-378

naires of the instructions in both stages. Only if subjects answer all the questions379

8Experimental economists are cautious about using this form of “deception by omission” in the
experimental design. Yet, there are also diverse views on what constitutes deception (Ortmann, 2019).
See also similar discussions in footnote 7 of Garcia et al. (2020). An alternative design is to indicate in
the instructions that information in the first stage could also affect the second stage game.
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Figure 3: Players’ Optimal Decisions under Agents’ Risk-aversion
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correctly can they continue to the decision tasks. During the second stage instruc-380

tions, subjects are also given reference tables so that they understand the expected381

payoffs better. Principals can navigate through all combinations of fixed rates and382

piece rates for each of the 10 effort-level table and find their corresponding ex-383

pected payoffs. Agents are also given a table of the production cost and possible384

productions conditional on each effort level so that they understand the probability385

better.386

After the 15 rounds of Stage Two have elapsed, subjects fill out a questionnaire387

consisting of demographics, a risk-preference test (Eckel and Grossman, 2008) and a388

Cognitive Reflection Test9 (Frederick, 2005). Participants were paid for both stages389

of the game. Stage One and one randomly selected round in Stage Two were used390

for each participant’s payment. The conversion rate was 1.5 ECU:1 Chinese yuan391

and 150 ECU:1 Chinese yuan correspondingly for Stage One and Stage Two.392

The experiment was conducted at (Redacted for Anonymous Review). All sub-393

jects were (Redacted for Anonymous Review) undergraduate degree or master’s394

degree students recruited using a mobile-based subject recruitment system.10 106395

subjects from eight sessions participated in the experiments; each session is an inde-396

pendent observation. Earnings for the experiments averaged 36 Chinese yuan, and397

a typical session took about one hour and a half. The experiment was programmed398

and conducted with the software Z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007).399

4 Results400

The subjects who attend the experiment are balanced in the elicited character-401

istics across the two treatments. They score similarly in the CRT test (Wilcoxon402

rank-sum test, P-value ≈ 0.843) and the risk attitude survey (Wilcoxon rank-sum403

9The CRT consists of three questions with apparently easy, but incorrect, answers. The test is
designed to capture decision makers’ ability to engage in effortful and controlled thinking (“system
2 thinking”). Subjects are inexperienced with this test before the experiment.

10The detail of the mobile-based system can be found at https://www.ancademy.org/.
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test, P-value≈ 0.493). 27% and 22% subjects in the corresponding social and individ-404

ual treatments are female and the difference is not significant (Wilcoxon rank-sum405

test, P-value ≈ 0.843). We report the histograms of the CRT scores and the risk406

choices in Appendix B (Figure A.2, A.3).407

Regarding the reciprocity information, we elicit the agents’ return decisions for408

all (integer) investment transfers. Most agents positively reciprocate higher trans-409

fers: 96% (51 out of 53) of them have a positive correlation between transfer and410

return. The average amount transferred in the trust game is about 11 (out of 20) and411

the average percentage returned is about 31%. Principals can infer reciprocity from412

the return curve. However, it is less clear how they summarize the relatively com-413

plex transfer-return relations. We consider two forms of reciprocity information.414

The first one is a simple average of the percentage returned over all transfer sce-415

narios. The second one involves both the slope and the intercept of the percentage416

returned. In other words, principals are able to summarize the (approximated) lin-417

ear relationship between the percentages returned and transfers. Comparing across418

treatments, the average amount transferred and the average percentage returned419

are not statistically different (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P-value ≈ 0.200 and 0.171,420

correspondingly). Directionally trustors in the social information treatment on av-421

erage send less (10.2 versus 12.6) and yet the elicited trustees’ responses are higher422

(33% versus 28%). In addition, both the slope and the intercept of the percentage423

returned are also not statistically different across treatments (Wilcoxon rank-sum424

test, P-value ≈ 0.587 and 0.466, correspondingly). We report the histograms of425

different reciprocity measures in Appendix B (Figure A.4, A.5, and A.6).426

For the following discussions of the contract games, we first review principals’427

aggregate wage choices. Then, we examine principals’ personalization strategies.428

Next, we go over agents’ effort choices and all players’ payoffs. Finally, we recover429

preference parameters and investigate the mechanism behind the triggering of430

reciprocal responses using agents’ effort choices. In total, there are 761 contract431
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and effort decisions recorded, representing 96% of the total decision occasions (53432

subjects × 15 rounds). In both treatments, an independent observation can be433

constructed at the session level, therefore, nonparametric tests will be carried out434

at this level (i.e., four observations in each treatment).435

4.1 Descriptive and Reduced-form Analyses436

Our benchmark model with self-regarding and risk-neutral agents suggests that437

principals should use the lowest available fixed-rate offer, 100 ECU, with a piece-438

rate offer of 40 ECU. Figure 4 provides a weighted scatter plot of all principals’439

wage offers. While the most frequently chosen offer coincides with this theoretical440

benchmark in the social information treatment, it only accounts for 14% of the441

total contracts. Many principals refrain from using the lowest fixed-rate offer, so442

that the average fixed rate is much higher (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p-value ≈443

0.068). For example, about 27% of the time, principals use a fixed rate strictly444

higher than 300 ECU; the number remains at a similar level for the last five rounds.445

High fixed-rate offers are more prevalent for the individual information treatment,446

accounting for around 42% of total offers. Over time, we witness higher fixed-rate447

offers, especially at the beginning rounds in the individual information treatment.448

However, the overall difference of the fixed rates across treatments is not significant449

(Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P-value ≈ 0.248). In Appendix Figure A.1, we report450

principals’ average wage offers by periods. The session-level average piece-rate451

offers are also similar across treatments (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P-value ≈ 1). Yet,452

in the individual information treatment, the average piece rates are consistently453

lower than the optimal level four across all four sessions. Summarizing the results454

on principals’ average wage offers, we find evidence that principals significantly455

deviate from the self-regarding benchmark, and thus Prediction 1 is supported.456

Result 1 (1) In both the individual and social information treatments, principals use fixed-457

rate offers higher than the optimal level under the self-regarding preference. (2) Principals458
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Figure 4: Principals’ Offer Choices.

tend to use lower-than-optimal piece-rate offers consistently across sessions in the individual459

information treatment.460

The use of a lower piece-rate offer and a higher fixed-rate offer can be explained461

by the potential reciprocity-triggering strategies, when principals have access to462

agents’ reciprocity related information. In Table 1, we provide several versions of463

the regression models on principals’ wage offer personalization. In the separate464

models and the panel SUR Model 1, The average percentage returned over agents’465

choices of all contingencies is used to represent agents’ reciprocity level. Separately466

estimating principals’ choices of fixed and piece rates in the individual information467

treatment shows that fixed offers are positively correlated with reciprocity mea-468

sures. When jointly modeling the choices of fixed and piece rates, a panel data469

seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) model reports much stronger evidence that470

principals tend to increase the fixed rate and reduce the piece rate when facing a471

reciprocal agent. The magnitude of the personalization, however, is less significant:472

the panel SUR model predicts a gap of 44 ECU in the fixed rate and two ECU in473

the piece rate between a completely self-regarding agent and one with an average474

reciprocity level.475
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In panel SUR Model 2, we summarize the reciprocity information using two476

variables: the height variable (RIheight) captures the intercept of the percentage477

returned in the trust game and the slope variable (RIslope) captures the constant rate478

of change of the percentage returned. We find that both variables explain the use479

of fixed-rate offers, while only the height variable is significantly associated with480

the use of piece-rate offers. In other words, principals reward agents with a steeper481

slope of the percentage returned without significantly lowering their piece rates.482

Overall the estimates are consistent across the two SUR models.483

Control variables prove to play significant roles in boosting the fixed-rate offers484

in the SUR model. In addition to wage personalization, a higher cognitive reflection485

ability and less risk aversion contribute positively to a higher fixed rate. Female486

proposers are more likely to use higher piece-rate offers and lower fixed-rate offers.487

Therefore, our regression analysis provides clear evidence of wage personaliza-488

tion (Prediction 2), while other factors also contribute to the deviation of optimal489

wage offers.490

Result 2 When principals can assess individual-level reciprocity information, they tend491

to make personalized wage offers accordingly. Their fixed wage offers are positively and492

significantly affected by both the level and the rate of change of the percentage returned in493

the first stage trust game, while their piece-rate offers are negatively impacted mainly by494

the level of the percentage returned.495

After observing the contract offers, agents choose their effort levels accordingly.496

According to the theory, the effect of fixed rates on agents’ effort is determined497

by the equation ∂er
∂ω = 1

10λ(α − β) and the effect of piece rates on agents’ effort498

determined by the Equation, ∂er
∂β = 1

10 [1 − λ(ω − K)]. If the coefficient for fixed rates499

is positive and the coefficient for piece rates is positive yet smaller than 1/10, then500

agents are on average affected by positive reciprocity. Table 2 reports results from501

effort regressions. The second column involves a direct linear regression of effort502

on fixed and piece rates. We find both strong effects of fixed- and piece-rate offers503
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Table 1: The effect of the reciprocity measure on fixed- and piece-rate offers

Separate Regressions Panel SUR 1 Panel SUR 2
fixed rate piece rate fixed rate piece rate fixed rate piece rate

crt 28.10 2.593 45.76∗∗ 6.961∗∗∗ 46.16∗∗ 6.943∗∗∗

(44.60) (2.790) (14.55) (0.962) (14.56) (0.959)
risk 5.836 2.214 20.79∗∗ 0.529 20.72∗∗ 0.575

(21.18) (2.066) (6.572) (0.439) (6.652) (0.442)
gender -29.05 5.930 -7.791 6.252∗∗∗ -8.118 6.250∗∗∗

(76.83) (4.525) (18.21) (1.209) (18.26) (1.208)
RIavg 133.6+ -4.482 135.9∗∗∗ -6.199∗∗ - -

(68.28) (3.955) (30.27) (2.027) - -
RIheight - - - - 138.5∗∗∗ -5.975∗∗

- - - - (30.35) (2.025)
RIslope - - - - 1888.8∗∗∗ -28.50

- - - - (565.9) (37.76)
constant 293.5 17.08 108.5∗ 8.636∗ 111.3∗ 8.770∗

(186.6) (11.32) (63.37) (4.154) (63.37) (4.139)
round dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
session dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Clusters 27 27 27 27
N 381 381 381 381

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Note 1: crt represents the cognitive reflection test scores (0-3); risk measures players’ risk preference
based on Eckel and Grossman (2008); gender is one if a player is female. RIavg, RIheight, and RIslope
are reciprocity information measures. They are defined as the average percentage returned in the
trust game, the intercept of the percentage returned, and the slope of the percentage returned
correspondingly.
Note 2: The R-square values for the separate regressions are 0.081 and 0.127.
Note 3: The clustering is at the individual level. In Appendix Table A.1, we provide alternative
estimation results with clustering at the session level. The effects of the reciprocity measures are
similar.
Table Summary: In the second and third columns, random effect models are separately estimated
and reported for both the fixed rate and piece rate choices. The reciprocity measure has a positive
effect on the use of fixed rates and a negative effect on the use of piece rates. Using the panel data
seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) models, the effects become stronger.
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on agents’ effort choices. For example, an additional one unit (100 ECU) in the fixed504

rate improves agents’ effort level by around 0.1 unit. Meanwhile, an additional505

one unit (10 ECU) in the piece rate increase agents’ effort by around 0.7 unit. With506

the alternative reciprocity information measures, the third column report similar507

effects of the wage offers. Therefore, consistent with the first part of Prediction508

3, both fixed- and piece-rate offers positively affect agents’ effort. To see if the509

effects of wage offers and other control variables are different across treatments,510

we allow a treatment dummy to interact with these variables. The interactive511

effects of fixed and piece rates are not significantly different across treatments.512

Directionally the effects become weaker in the individual information treatment.513

The regression analyses also show that reciprocity information measures, including514

both the height and the slope of the percentage returned in the trust game, have515

positive and significant effects on agents’ effort provision in the social information516

treatment, but they no longer do in the individual information treatment. The lack517

of a direct effect in the individual information treatment could be due to wage518

personalization: reciprocity has already been ”priced in” in the personalized offers.519

In the fourth and fifth column of Table 2, we report probit models of agents’520

effort higher or lower than the self-regarding and risk-neutral optimal. If an agent521

uses an offer strictly higher than the optimal, it provides clear evidence that agents522

positively reciprocate the wage offers. The nonlinear models confirm that the fixed523

rate plays a significant role in triggering agents’ positive reciprocity, while the piece524

rate is not effective. The regressions also report little difference across treatments in525

the effects of fixed and piece rates on agents’ probability of making excessive effort.526

In equilibrium, the optimal decision for a self-regarding and risk-neutral agent527

is to choose the effort level four. For a more reciprocal agent under wage personal-528

ization, the choice is at least at the same effort level and can be much higher if her529

reciprocity preference is “triggered.” Therefore, in the individual information treat-530

ment, a reciprocal and risk-neutral agent’s effort level should be higher than four.531
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Table 2: The effect of fixed rates and piece rates on effort choices

Linear Regression Probit Regression (effort > β/10)

f ixed 0.00143∗∗∗ 0.00143∗∗∗ 0.00133∗ 0.00134∗

(0.000431) (0.000432) (0.000528) (0.000531)
piece 0.0747∗∗∗ 0.0747∗∗∗ -0.00287 -0.00295

(0.00768) (0.00767) (0.00821) (0.00813)
RIavg 2.381+ - 2.245 -

(1.341) - (1.923) -
RIheight - 3.737∗ - 3.856∗

- (1.584) - (1.783)
RIslope - 63.08+ - 68.76∗

- (34.54) - (28.58)
crt 0.187 0.142 0.181 0.134

(0.123) (0.139) (0.213) (0.212)
risk 0.171+ 0.198+ 0.0975 0.112

(0.103) (0.104) (0.133) (0.129)
gender -0.300 -0.260 -0.527 -0.480

(0.236) (0.242) (0.398) (0.400)
individual ∗ f ixed -0.000353 -0.000355 0.000357 0.000337

(0.000539) (0.000540) (0.000685) (0.000686)
individual ∗ bonus -0.0119 -0.0118 -0.00936 -0.00930

(0.0121) (0.0121) (0.0125) (0.0124)
individual ∗ RIavg -1.792 - -1.471 -

(1.416) - (2.028) -
individual ∗ RIheight - -3.102+ - -2.943

- (1.628) - (1.886)
individual ∗ RIslope - -58.46 - -51.00

- (37.91) - (34.00)
constant -0.222 -0.954 -1.031 -1.862+

(0.720) (1.000) (1.038) (1.028)
Period dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Session dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes

Clusters 53 53 53 53
N 761 761 341 341

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Note 1: f ixed represents fixed rate offers; piece: piece rate offers; crt: the cognitive reflec-
tion test scores (0-3); risk: players’ risk preference based on Eckel and Grossman (2008);
gender is one if a player is female. RIavg, RIheight, and RIslope are reciprocity information
measures. They are defined as the average percentage returned in the trust game, the
intercept of the percentage returned, and the slope of the percentage returned corre-
spondingly.
Note 2: The R-square for the linear regressions are 0.479 and 0.488
Note 3: The clustering is at the individual level. In Appendix Table A.2, we provide alter-
native (linear regression) estimation results using a wild bootstrap procedure (Cameron
et al., 2008) at the session level. The effects of fixed rates and reciprocity information are
similar.
Table Summary: A fixed-rate offer has a significantly positive effect on the effort level in
both treatments.
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Figure 5: Agents’ effort levels

Compared with the theoretical benchmark, agents’ effort distributes more evenly532

around the optimal value four in the social information treatment, while it tends to533

be lower than four in the individual information treatment (Wilcoxon signed-rank534

test, p-value ≈ 0.465, 0.068 for the social and individual information treatments).535

The lower-than-optimal effort in the individual treatment is inconsistent with the536

last part of Prediction 3 under reciprocal and risk-neutral agents. Other factors,537

such as risk aversion or agents’ wage expectations, may affect agents’ decisions.538

Result 3 (1) Both fixed and piece rates significantly and positively affect agents’ effort539

provision. The effects are similar across treatments. The fixed rate plays an important role540

in triggering agents’ positive reciprocity. (2) In the social information treatment, agents’541

average effort is consistent with the optimal level. In the individual information treatment,542

agents’ average effort level is lower than the reciprocal and risk-neutral benchmark.543

Figure 5 shows agents’ average effort levels by treatment and by round. Agents544

in the individual information treatment put less effort compared with those in the545

social information treatment (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p-value 0.387). Principals546
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end up with lower profit in the individual information treatment (Wilcoxon rank-547

sum test, p-value ≈ 0.043). We group agents by the average percentage returned in548

the first stage trust game and investigate how wage personalization works around549

different groups of agents. We compare the more reciprocal ones who return at550

least the (trustor’s) transfer made in the trust stage with (less reciprocal) agents551

who return less than the transfer. Principals do give higher fixed rates (352 versus552

290, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P-value ≈ 0.068) and (insignificantly) lower piece-553

rate offers (32 versus 34, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P-value ≈ 0.465) toward more554

reciprocal agents. Reciprocal agents, however, do not improve their effort level555

significantly (3.2 versus 2.9, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P-value ≈ 0.183). It is also556

worth noting that principals do not use the lowest fixed-rate offers toward the less557

reciprocal agents.558

These observations lead us to further investigate additional assumptions of the559

wage personalization. On the one hand, we test whether reciprocity parameters are560

different across treatments. On the other hand, we want to know how our elicited561

reciprocity measures are correlated with agents’ reciprocity parameters.562

Result 4 (1) The agents’ average effort and principals’ average profit are lower in the563

individual information treatment, compared with those in the social information treatment.564

(2) In the individual information treatment, principals provide significantly more fixed-rate565

offers for reciprocal agents who repay the transfer in the trust game. However, reciprocal566

agents do not choose significantly higher effort, compared with the less reciprocal ones.567

4.2 Structural Analysis568

Following our theoretical setting, an agent’s choice utility depends on both a569

material payoff component and a reciprocity component. We assume that agent j’s570
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utility of effort level e has the following form:571

UARR
ijet (e) = ξ

(
(ω jt + qi · β jt · e − e2)ρ + λ(ω jt − K jt) · (qi · (α − β jt) · e − ω jt)ρ

)
/ρ + εi jet,

(3)

where i = H,L denotes a high or low production state; qH = 15, and qL = 5. ξ affects572

the precision of the agent’s choice, α = 80 is the marginal benefit from production,573

and ε jet is the standardized (logit) random error for each subject j’s effort choice574

e at the round t. Agent j’s reciprocity component depends on λ j, the weighting575

parameter, and K jt, the reference point for triggering reciprocity in either direction576

(positive or negative) at period t. We also consider the possibility of risk aversion577

using the parameter ρ.11
578

Given principals’ wage offers (ω jt and β jt), we can estimate the set of parameters579

(ξ, λ, K, and ρ) that maximize the conditional probabilities of the realized effort580

choices.581

Table 3 reports our first set of estimation results.12 We start from a specification582

that pooled all parameters across the social and individual information treatments.583

Then we gradually extend the specification to those that separately estimate all main584

parameters. Our estimation results (e.g., Specification 1 versus 2) strongly suggest585

that the relative strength of reciprocity, λ, is asymmetric around the reference point586

K (Likelihood ratio test, P-value ≈ 0.000). Given a much stronger λ−, principals face587

higher cost of using the lowest fixed-rate offer when λ+ is not strong enough. We588

estimate both λ+ and λ− for the rest specifications.589

From Specification 2 to 4, K and λs are allowed to be different across the two590

treatments. We find that K in the individual information treatment is significantly591

different (Likelihood ratio test, P-value ≈ 0.015) from and higher than that in the592

11We also report the estimation of the related linear models as a special case (ρ set to one) in the
Appendix Table A.3.

12Our estimation is based on the differential evolution (DE) method (Storn and Price, 1997). Com-
pared with more commonly used Quasi-Newton methods, this approach searches globally and does
not require the optimization problem to be differentiable. The DE algorithm we use does not output
standard errors. Likelihood ratio tests are used to evaluate statistical significance.
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Table 3: Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Agents’ Effort Choice. A comparison
of the reciprocity parameters: λ and K

Specification 1 Specification 2 Specification 3 Specification 4

ξ 0.04256 0.03854 0.04095 0.04529
ρ 0.71016 0.72475 0.71838 0.70511
Social
λ+ 0.00056 0.00032 0.00035 0.00041
λ− same as λ+ 0.00093 0.00096 0.00132
K 447.071 360.125 307.671 257.926
Individual
λ+ same as social same as social same as social 0.00019
λ− same as social same as social same as social 0.00090
K same as social same as social 400.000 400.000

Neg. Log-Likelihood 1182.55630 1173.99118 1168.41450 1165.42602

Hypothesis tests:
H0: λ+,social = λ−,social, λ+,individual = λ−,individual; χ2(2) ≈ 22.782 ; P − value ≈ 0.000
H0: Ksocial = Kindividual; χ2(1) ≈ 5.972 ; P − value ≈ 0.015
H0: λ+,social = λ+,individual, λ−,social = λ−,individual; χ2(2) ≈ 5.800 ; P − value ≈ 0.055

Note 1: ξ represents the precision parameter; λ+ and λ−: the weighting parameter for reciprocity; K:
the reciprocity reference point; ρ: the curvature parameter controlling for risk aversion.
Note 2: Our estimation is based on the differential evolution (DE) method because the algorithm does
not require the optimization problem to be differentiable (Storn and Price, 1997). The DE method does
not output standard errors. In Appendix Table A.4, we restrict λ+ = λ− and estimate the parameters
using a Quasi-Newton method for comparison.
Note 3: In Appendix Table A.3, we provide estimation results based on alternative linear specifica-
tions.
Note 4: The hypothesis tests are based on Specification 4.
Table Summary: The reciprocity reference point, K, is higher in the individual information treatment,
compared with that in the social information treatment. The relative strength of reciprocity, captured
by both λ+ and λ−, is weaker in the individual information treatment, compared with that in the
social information treatment.
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social information treatment. In addition, a joint test ofλ+ andλ− being equal across593

treatments is also rejected (Likelihood ratio test, P-value ≈ 0.055) and suggest that594

λ+ and λ− are relatively lower in the individual information treatment. In the595

lower part of the Table 3, we report the hypothesis tests. In summary, in the596

individual information treatment, reciprocity effects become weaker with a higher597

reciprocity reference point, K, and lower λs. Given a low fixed-rate offer, a higher598

reference point is associated with a greater impact of negative reciprocity, leading599

to less effort in the individual information treatment. What does this mean for a600

principal? According to our simulation exercise, for an average agent in the social601

information treatment, a principal’s optimal decision is to set the fixed rate to the602

reference point K and use a piece rate close to 40, because the strength on positive603

reciprocity is not large enough to trigger positive reciprocity, and the strength on604

negative reciprocity is too large to further lower the fixed rate. In the individual605

information treatment, the fixed rate should also be set to the agent’s reference606

point. However, the principal now may infer such reference point based on the607

reciprocity measure.608

Result 5 (1) The reciprocity reference point is higher in the individual information treat-609

ment, compared with that in the social information treatment. (2) The relative strength of610

reciprocity is weaker in the individual information treatment, compared with that in the611

social information treatment.612

Next, we test if our reciprocity measures correctly reflect individual agents’613

reciprocity through K and λ. To test this assumption, we allow λ+, λ−, and K614

to vary with the reciprocity measures and estimate the coefficients in Table 4. In615

Specification 5, the reciprocity triggering function, Λ ≡ λ(ω jt − K) in Equation 3,616

becomes λ(ω jt − KRI
avg · RIavg − K). Compared with Specification 4, this specification617

significantly improves the model’s fitting. Therefore, more reciprocal agents are618

associated with significantly lower reference points (Likelihood ratio test, P-value619

≈ 0.000).620
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In contrast, when we allow the reciprocity measure to vary with λs in Spec-621

ification 6 and 7 so that λ+ (λ−) become λ+ + λRI
avg · RIavg (λ− + λRI

avg · RIavg) , the622

log-likelihood value is not significantly affected. Rather than capturing the relative623

strength of (positive and negative) reciprocity effects, the reciprocity measure cap-624

tures more about the reference points. In other words, the agent in the trust game625

is reciprocal because she has a lower expectation about the principal’s offer.626

We obtain similar results using different measures of reciprocity. In Specification627

8 and 9, λ+ (λ−) becomes λ+ + λRI
height · RIheight + λRI

slope · RIslope (λ− + λRI
height · RIheight +628

λRI
slope · RIslope). Meanwhile, the reciprocity reference point becomes K + KRI

height ·629

RIheight + KRI
slope · RIslope. Both the height and the slope of the percentage returned630

in the trust game are significantly correlated with the reference points (Likelihood631

ratio test, P-value ≈ 0.000 and 0.000), rather than the relative strength of reciprocity632

(Likelihood ratio test, P-value ≈ 0.266 and 0.129). Therefore, wage personalization633

in our experiment is more about meeting agents’ wage expectation and avoiding634

strong negative reciprocity, instead of learning about a higher λ for triggering the635

positive reciprocity.636

We can also calculate a principal’s best responses to different agents in the637

individual information treatment. Under the utility function of Specification 7, if638

the paired agent is self-regarding, the principal’s optimal wage consists of a fixed639

rate of 467 and a piece rate close to 40. If the paired agent returns the transferred640

amount in the trust game, then the principal is better off choosing a fixed rate of641

355. This is not what we have observed in the data: principals on average reward642

more reciprocal agents with higher fixed rates out of their own pockets.643

Result 6 The reciprocity measures negatively correlate with the reciprocity reference point644

K, while they do not significantly affect the weighting parameter of reciprocity λ.645

Finally, we investigate possible determinants of the reciprocity reference point.646

In Table 5, we use agents’ past behavior and additional demographic information to647

explain possible differences in K and test if the effects are different across treatments.648
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Table 4: Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Agent’s Effort Choice 2. A compari-
son of the effects of the reciprocity measures.

Average Reciprocity Information Linear Reciprocity Information
Specification 5 Specification 6 Specification 7 Specification 8 Specification 9

ξ 0.04305 0.04470 0.04667 0.04922 0.04934
α 0.71757 0.71170 0.70589 0.69987 0.69953
Social
λ+ 0.00045 0.00031 0.00041 0.00016 0.00019
λ− 0.00108 0.00104 0.00108 0.00097 0.00099
λRI

avg - 0.00033 0.00010 - -
λRI

height - - - 0.00057 0.00054
λRI

slope - - - 0.01168 0.01033
K 457.556 442.435 444.645 486.515 484.149

KRI
avg -483.895 -465.887 -477.809 - -

KRI
height - - - -588.197 -583.375

KRI
slope - - - -8921.34 -8841.42

Individual
λ+ 0.00023 0.00009 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000
λ− 0.00090 0.00087 0.00085 0.00086 0.00086
λRI

avg - same as social 0.00055 - -
λRI

height - - - same as social 0.00055
λRI

slope - - - same as social 0.01296
K 490.330 480.453 469.016 445.899 443.440

KRI
avg -330.640 -344.457 -342.259 - -

KRI
height - - - -309.309 -302.409

KRI
slope - - - -3378.530 -3434.230

Negative
Log-Likelihood 1155.66900 1155.06366 1154.81067 1152.19618 1152.12486

Hypothesis tests:
H0: KRI

avg,social = 0, KRI
avg,individual = 0; χ2(2) ≈ 20.071 ; P − value ≈ 0.000

H0: λRI
avg,social = 0, λRI

avg,individual = 0; χ2(2) ≈ 1.717 ; P − value ≈ 0.424
H0: KRI

height,social = 0, KRI
height,individual = 0; χ2(2) ≈ 21.453 ; P − value ≈ 0.000

H0: KRI
slope,social = 0, KRI

slope,individual = 0; χ2(2) ≈ 15.216 ; P − value ≈ 0.000
H0: λRI

height,social = 0, λRI
height,individual = 0; χ2(2) ≈ 2.646; P − value ≈ 0.266

H0: λRI
slope,soc = 0, λRI

slope,individual = 0; χ2(2) ≈ 4.099 ; P − value ≈ 0.129

Note 1: ξ represents the precision parameter; λ+ and λ−: the weighting parameter for reciprocity; K: the reciprocity
reference point; ρ: the curvature parameter controlling for risk aversion.
Note 2: The reciprocity reference point depends on K and the coefficients of reciprocity measures KRI

avg, KRI
height, and

KRI
slop.

Note 3: The reciprocity weight depends on λ+, λ− and the coefficients of reciprocity measures λRI
avg, λRI

height, and λRI
slope.

Note 4: The hypothesis tests are based on Specification 7 (for specifications using the average reciprocity information)
and Specification 9 (for specifications using the linear reciprocity information).
Table Summary: The reciprocity measures negatively correlate with the reciprocity reference point K, while they do
not significantly affect the weighting parameter of reciprocity λ.
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Table 5: Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Agent’s Effort Choice 3. The tests of
possible determinants on the reciprocity reference point.

Specification 10 Specification 11 Specification 12

ξ 0.04257 0.04237 0.04378
ρ 0.72056 0.72561 0.72298
Social
λ+ 0.00044 0.00044 0.00045
λ− 0.00115 0.00113 0.00113
K 411.45500 413.42500 416.62200
KRI

avg -474.46800 -481.89900 -475.15000
highest rate so far 0.07009 0.06910 0.07259
gender - -4.91030 -5.09635
risk - 1.05617 0.73642
crt - - -3.86350
Individual
λ+ 0.00021 0.00026 0.00025
λ− 0.00095 0.00072 0.00075
K 508.344 849.850 993.783
KRI

avg -296.943 -556.838 -493.570
highest rate so far -0.05896 0.13920 0.08513
gender - 16.4603 34.5223
risk - -141.635 -124.629
crt - - -82.1164

Neg. Log-Likelihood 1154.69032 1142.47771 1139.13930

Hopothesis tests:
H0: the effects of highest rate so far=0; χ2(2) ≈ 2.024 ; P − value ≈ 0.364
H0: the effects of gender=0; χ2(2) ≈ 0.255 ; P − value ≈ 0.880
H0: the effects of risk=0; χ2(2) ≈ 17.420 ; P − value ≈ 0.000
H0: the effects of crt=0; χ2(2) ≈ 6.678 ; P − value ≈ 0.035

Note 1: ξ represents the precision parameter; λ+ and λ−: the weighting parameter for
reciprocity; K: the reciprocity reference point; ρ: the curvature parameter controlling
for risk aversion; KRI

avg: the coefficient of the average reciprocity information.
Note 2: The reciprocity reference point depends on K, the coefficient of the previous
highest fixed-rate offer (“highest rate so far”), agents’ gender (female = 1), risk attitude
(Eckel and Grossman, 2008), and cognitive reflection test scores (Frederick, 2005).
Note 3: The hypothesis tests are based on Specification 12.
Table Summary: The reciprocity reference point is affected by agents’ risk attitude and
cognitive reflection test scores in the individual information treatment, not the social
information treatment. Agents who are more risk averse and score less in the CRT test
tend to have higher reciprocity reference points.
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In particular, we consider whether an agent’s previous experience of high fixed-649

rate offers raises her reference point. In Specification 8, the previous highest fixed650

rate at each period t is used to explain the reciprocity reference point so that Λ =651

λ · (ω jt − Z jt · βz − K), where Z jt consists of each agent’s reciprocity measure and652

the highest fixed-rate offer at each period t. Compared with Specification 7, this653

version does not fit the data better. Therefore, previous high fixed rates have little654

effects on the reference point (Likelihood ratio test, P-value ≈ 0.364). We also add655

the risk measure and gender information in Specification 9. Even after controlling656

for the curvature in the utility function, risk attitude, measured according to Eckel657

and Grossman (2008), still explains differences in the reciprocity reference points658

(Likelihood ratio test, P-value ≈ 0.000) and significantly improves the model fitting.659

It mainly affects the reciprocity reference points in the individual treatment, rather660

than those in the social individual treatment. Gender does not have a strong661

effect (Likelihood ratio test, P-value ≈ 0.880). Directionally, being a female slightly662

increases the reciprocity reference point in the individual information treatment.663

In Specification 10, the cognitive reflect test (CRT) scores are further considered.664

CRT also plays a significant role (Likelihood ratio test, P-value ≈ 0.035). A lower665

CRT score is associated with a higher reference point mainly in the individual666

information treatment. Because agents are balanced in their responses in the risk667

survey and CRT, an interactive effect with the treatment of wage personalization668

seems to be the reason behind the difference across treatments. Agents with different669

test performance may form different expectations on the wage offers. Those results670

open even more dimensions for personalized wages.671

Result 7 The reciprocity reference point is affected by agents’ risk attitude and cognitive672

reflection test scores in the individual information treatment, not the social information673

treatment. Agents who are more risk averse and score less in the CRT test tend to have674

higher reciprocity reference points.675
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5 Discussion and Conclusion676

In organizational relationships, being able to distinguish agents among different677

reciprocity levels is usually viewed as helpful. Theory tells us that principals with678

potential individual-level reciprocity information have incentives to trigger such679

a preference, since a positively reciprocal agent cares more about the principals’680

welfare. Principals may benefit by providing higher fixed rates to those agents.681

And agents should also respond to wage offers in ways that repay principals.682

We investigate a specific case of wage personalization using a lab experiment.683

Our theoretical setting shows that both the reciprocity reference point, K, and the rel-684

ative strength of reciprocity, λ, play important roles in agents’ behavior. Therefore,685

disclosure of reciprocity-related information needs to include both dimensions. In686

the experiment, we show that principals tend to personalize wage offers. How-687

ever, the effect of personalization on agents is limited. Our structural estimation688

suggests that both λ and K are weakened in the individual information treatment689

where wage personalization is implemented. Moreover, two reciprocity measures,690

elicited from a trust game, explains mainly the heterogeneity of reciprocity reference691

point, instead of the relative strength of reciprocity. The lack of strong correlation692

prevents principals from establishing a link between the trust game data and λ693

in the contract game, and thus they become less successful in triggering agents’694

positive reciprocity. Because of a stronger negative reciprocity effect, the structural695

model also suggests that principals should set their wage offers according to the696

reciprocity reference point. However, within the individual information treatment,697

principals deviate from the optimal fixed-rate offers and set fixed rate too high for698

the reciprocal agents.699

Our results highlight practical issues with respect to wage personalization and700

have some useful implications. First, in principle, personalization can happen in701

multiple dimensions. Yet the right measure of λ is critical for identifying agents702

who are willing to reciprocal positively. Second, the asymmetry around reciprocity703
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reference points suggests that it is much easier to provoke negative reciprocity,704

compared to triggering the positive one. Therefore, agents’ reciprocity reference705

points are important for principals to avoid negative reciprocity. Variations in706

the average percentage returned in a trust game reflect mainly agents’ different707

reciprocity reference points. A higher percentage returned in a trust game indicates708

that the agents can be motivated with lower fixed rates; a lower percentage returned709

indicates that the agents demand higher fixed rates. Third, the common knowledge710

of personalization creates a negative effect on agents’ reciprocity. Principals may711

have incentives to use more subtle ways to collect information, which has additional712

ethical issues and legal boundaries.713

While wage personalization provides theoretically promising results, our re-714

sults suggest that building incentives based on reciprocity information needs more715

careful examination. Future research is needed to test wage personalization under716

richer measures of wage expectations and more effective measures of agents’ rela-717

tive strength on reciprocity. Future research also needs to consider other principal-718

agent settings, where personalized offers are most useful.719
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Appendices: Not Intended for Publication

A Appendix: Proof of Propositions848

Proof of Proposition 1 The self-regarding and risk-neutral agent has the utility

function: ω+ β×Eq(e, ε)− 50e2 and the principal’s utility function is αEq(e, ε)− (ω+

β × Eq(e, ε)). The expected production output is: Eq(e, ε) = 1
2 × 5e + 1

2 × 15e = 10e.

The agent’s optimization problem can be written as:

max
e

Eε[uA(e;ω, β)] = ω + βEq(e, ε) − c(e)

= ω + 10βe − 50e2

The agent’s best response function is e∗ = β/10. The principal then solves the

following problem to maximize her payoff:

Maxω,β EuP = α × Eq(e, ε) − (ω + βEq(e, ε))

= 10αe − (ω + β × 10e)

s.t.

e =
β

10
;ω > ω0 = 100; β > 0; uA > 0

Given α = 80, the first order condition implies that the principal will use the mini-849

mum fixed rate ω∗ = 100 and piece rate β∗ = 40. The agent observes the piece rate850

and chooses the optimal effort level e∗ = 4.851

852

Proof of Proposition 2 The principal’s utility function has the following form:

EuP = α × Eq(er, ε) − (ω + βEq(er, ε))
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The reciprocal agent has the following utility function:

uAO = ω + βEq(er, ε) + λ(ω − K) · uP
− 50e2

r

Therefore, agent’s best response satisfies:853

e∗r =
1
10

[β + λ(ω − K)(α − β)] (A.1)

The principal’s optimization problem is:

Maxω,β EuP = α × Eq(er, ε) − (ω + βEq(er, ε))

= 10αer − (ω + β × 10er)

s.t.

e∗r =
1
10

[β + λ(ω − K)(α − β)];

ω > ω0; β > 0

uAO > 0

The first order condition w.r.t β (set Λ ≡ λ(ω − K)):

∂uP/∂β = α − αλ(ω − K) − 2β − λ(ω − K)(α − β) + βλ(ω − K)

= α − 2β − 2Λ(α − β) = 0

β(ω) = max(
α
2

1 − 2Λ

1 −Λ
, 0)

The second order condition w.r.t β requires that ∂
2uP

∂β2 = 2(Λ − 1) < 0, or Λ < 1.854

• if 1/2 < Λ < 1, or ω > 1
2λ + K, β∗(ω) = 0,e∗(β∗, ω) = αΛ

10855

• if Λ < 1/2, or ω ≤ 1
2λ + K, β∗(ω) = α − α

2(1−Λ) , e∗(β∗, ω) = α
20 .856

• if Λ = 1, or ω = 1
λ + K, the agent becomes a social planner and e∗ = α

10 .857
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It can be verified that agents’ participation constraints are always satisfied given858

the above range. Therefore, principals’ payoff can be re-written as:859

EuP =

 α2

4
1

1−Λ − ω ω0 ≤ ω ≤ 1
2λ + K

α2Λ − ω 1
2λ + K < ω ≤ 1

λ + K
(A.2)

When ω0 ≤ ω ≤ 1
2λ + K, EuP is convex and decreasing in ω. Therefore, the860

optimal solution is located at either boundary.861

When 1
2λ + K < ω ≤ 1

λ + K, ∂uP

∂ω = λα2
− 1, we have two possible cases:862

case 1. λα2 > 1: EuP is increasing in ω ∈ ( 1
2λ + K, 1

λ + K), therefore, ω∗ = ω0 or

ω∗ = 1
λ + K. We compare the expected utility at the two values:

Eup
|ω=ω0 =

α2

4
1

1 − λ(ω0 − K)
− ω0

Eup
|ω= 1

λ+K = α2
−

1
λ
− K

⇒∆u =
α2

4
1

1 − λ(ω0 − K)
+

1
λ

+ K − ω0 − α
2

⇒
∂∆u
∂λ

< 0, ∆u(λ = 1/α2) > 0, ∆u(λ = ∞) = K − α2
− ω0

Therefore, there exists a λ#
∈ (1/α2,∞), such that ∆u(λ#) = 0. In summary, we have863

the following properties:864

case 1a. if λ > 1/α2, λ < λ#, and K < α2 + ω0, then ω∗ = ω0, β∗(ω0) =865

α − α
2×(1−λ(ω0−K))866

case 1b. if λ > 1/α2, and K ≥ α2 +ω0, then ω∗ = ω0, β∗(ω0) = α− α
2×(1−λ(ω0−K))867

case 1c. ifλ > λ# > 1/α2 and K < α2+ω0, thenω∗ = 1
λ+K,β∗(ω∗) = α− α

2(1−Λ) =868

α/2869

case 2. λα2 < 1: EuP is decreasing in ω ∈ ( 1
2λ + K, 1

λ + K), therefore, ω∗ = ω0 or
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ω∗ = 1
2λ + K. We compare the expected utility at the two values:

Eup
|ω=ω0 =

α2

4
1

1 − λ(ω0 − K)
− ω0

Eup
|ω= 1

2λ+K =
α2

2
−

1
2λ
− K

⇒∆u =
α2

4
1

1 − λ(ω0 − K)
+

1
2λ

+ K − ω0 − α
2/2

⇒
∂∆u
∂λ

< 0, ∆u(λ = 0) = ∞, ∆u(λ = 1/α2) > 0

Therefore, ∆u(λ) > 0 for all λ ∈ [0, 1/α2]. In summary, we have the following870

property: if λ < 1/α2, then ω∗ = ω0, β∗(ω0) = α − α
2×(1−λ(ω0−K))871

872

Proof of Proposition 3: The agent’s effort response function depends on ω873

and β, as shown in formula (A.1). The effort level er is increasing in ω. For874

∂er/∂β = 1
10 [1 − λ(ω − K)] and λ is positive, when Λ = λ(ω − K) < 1, effort level er875

is increasing in β. In the equilibrium, take the above β∗ and ω∗ into the reciprocal876

agent’s best response function, the agent’s optimal effort level can be calculated for877

each case discussed above.878

case 1a. if 1/α2 < λ < λ#, and K < α2+ω0, thenω∗ = ω0, β∗(ω0) = α− α
2×(1−λ(ω0−K)) ,879

and e∗ = α/20880

case 1b. if λ > 1/α2, and K ≥ α2 + ω0, then ω∗ = ω0, β∗(ω0) = α − α
2×(1−λ(ω0−K)) ,881

e∗ = α/20882

case 1c. if λ > λ# > 1/α2 and K < α2 + ω0, then ω∗ = 1
λ + K,β∗(ω∗) = 0, e∗ = α

10883

case 2. if λ < 1/α2, then ω∗ = ω0, β∗(ω0) = α − α
2×(1−λ(ω0−K)) , and e∗ = α/20884

885

Proof of Proposition 4: Without personalization, principals only cater to one886

type of agents described above. It does not maximize the expected payoffs of887

the other type. Therefore, the uniform wage offer leads to some efficiency loss,888

compared to personalized offers in this model setting. Similarly, agents will deviate889
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from the optimal effort levels, if a principal fails to use the right offer.890

B Appendix: Additional Figures and Tables891
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Figure A.1: Principals’ Wage Offers Over Time
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Figure A.2: Histogram: CRT Score
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Figure A.3: Histogram: Risk Survey
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Figure A.4: Histogram: Reciprocity Measure–Average Percentage Returned
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Figure A.5: Histogram: Reciprocity Measure–Intercept of Percentage Returned
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Figure A.6: Histogram: Reciprocity Measure–Slope of Percentage Returned
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Table A.1: The effect of the reciprocity measure on fixed- and piece-rate offers.
SUR with clustering at the session Level

SUR 1 SUR 2
fixed rate piece rate fixed rate piece rate

crt 28.42 2.520 27.75 2.651
(42.40) (3.434) (41.72) (3.361)

risk 8.417 2.192 8.092 2.256
(25.76) (2.050) (25.70) (2.059)

gender -24.68 6.058 -24.82 6.085
(41.45) (4.642) (41.16) (4.618)

RIavg 126.8∗ -3.823∗

(63.53) (1.692)
RIheight 121.5+ -2.798∗∗

(62.09) (1.080)
RIslope 851.9 53.53

(1109.1) (35.40)
constant 293.9+ 17.22∗ 294.6+ 17.08∗

(154.1) (8.463) (153.1) (8.246)

Period dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Session dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes

Clusters 4 4
N 381 381

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Note: crt represents the cognitive reflection test scores (0-3); risk measures
players’ risk preference based on Eckel and Grossman (2008); gender is one
if a player is female. RIavg, RIheight, and RIslope are reciprocity information
measures.
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Table A.2: The effect of fixed rates and piece rates on effort choices. Wild bootstrap
clustering used.

Effort Regression
Regression 1 Regression 2

f ixed 0.00148∗∗ 0.00141∗∗

(0.000514) (0.000426)
piece 0.0711∗∗∗ 0.0708∗∗∗

(7.67e-20) (7.67e-20)
RIavg 2.164∗ -

(0.879) -
RIheight - 2.333∗

- (1.067)
RIslope - 41.37

- (31.32)
individual ∗ RIavg -1.351∗ -

(0.643) -
individual ∗ RIheight - -1.117+

- (0.600)
individual ∗ RIslope - -26.96

- (27.26)
gender -0.334 -0.307

(0.222) (0.354)
crt 0.172 0.146

(0.144) (0.206)
risk 0.170 0.171

(0.135) (0.162)
constant -0.191∗∗ -0.258∗∗

(0.0615) (0.0831)
Period dummies Yes Yes
Session dummies Yes Yes

Clusters 4 4
N 761 724
R-sq 0.464 0.470

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Note : f ixed represents fixed rate offers; piece: piece rate
offers; crt: the cognitive reflection test scores (0-3); risk:
players’ risk preference based on Eckel and Grossman
(2008); gender is one if a player is female. RIavg, RIheight,
and RIslope are reciprocity information measures.
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Table A.3: Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Agent’s Effort Choice. Selected
Linear Model Specifications.

Specification L1 Specification L2 Specification L3 Specification L4

ξ 0.003279 0.003361 0.003333 0.003473
Social
λ+ 0.000561 0.000601 0.000235 0.000406
λ− same as λ+ same as λ+ 0.00109 0.001567
K 554.947 416.05 326.286 263.378
Individual
λ+ same as social same as social same as social 1.09E-14
λ− same as social same as social same as social 0.001113
K same as social 648.938 465.664 452.277

Neg. Log-Likelihood 1197.362 1190.222 1185.05 1181.993
Note: ξ represents the precision parameter; λ+ and λ−: the weighting parameter for reciprocity;
K: the reciprocity reference point.

Table A.4: Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Agent’s Effort Choice. A compar-
ison between DE and Quasi-Newton methods.

Quasi-Newton 1 Quasi-Newton 2
Estimates S.E. Estimates S.E.

ξ 0.0446 (0.0104) 0.705 (0.0359)
ρ 0.705 (0.0359) 0.686 (0.00361)
Social
λ 0.000578 (0.0000456) 0.000626 (0.0000590)
K 378.679 (39.642) (343.488) (36.538)
Individual
λ same as social same as social 0.000505 (0.0000781)
K 501.169 (40.781) 513.394 (53.862)

Neg. Log-Likelihood 1176.90 1176.67
Note1 : ξ represents the precision parameter; λ: the weighting parameter for reci-
procity; K: the reciprocity reference point; ρ: the curvature parameter controlling
for risk aversion.
Note 2: Quasi-Newton 2’s optimal is not global. The DE method reports a smaller
negative log-likelihood value.
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C Appendix: Translations of the Experimental Instructions892

The Chinese version of the following instructions appeared on the computer893

screen and was read out loud by one experimenter at the beginning of each ses-894

sion. The instructions for the individual and the social information treatments are895

identical except for one item in an enumerated list (italicized below).896

Today, you will be participating in an economics experiment. The experiment897

tests how people make decisions involving money. The decisions you make in this898

experiment will determine your earnings, which will be converted to cash and paid899

at the end of this session. You will make all of these decisions on the computer in900

front of you. Please pay attention to these instructions so you will understand how901

to make money.902

903

If you have any questions, please raise your hand, and the experimenter will904

quietly answer your question. Please do not talk to any other person during this905

experiment.906

907

There are two roles in this experiment: Role A and Role B. Half of the partici-908

pants today will be Role A, while the other half will be Role B. Your role will remain909

the same for all the rounds in today’s experiment.910

911

There are two stages, totally 16 rounds, in this experiment. You will be ran-912

domly matched with another participant with a different role at the beginning of913

each round.914

915

Stage One: Background, Decisions, and Earnings916

1. At the beginning of the first stage, Role A is endowed with 20 experimental917

tokens; Each Role A will be randomly matched with a Role B. Each Role B918

will start with 0 experimental tokens.919

2. Role A can choose to transfer any nonnegative integer number of tokens that920

she owns to the paired Role B.921

3. Any points transferred will be multiplied by 3 and deposited into Role B’s922

account.923

4. Meanwhile, Role B will decide the number of tokens to be returned given924

each of the possible transfers chosen by Role A.925

5. At the end of each round, Role A’s earnings are equal to her original 20 tokens,926

minus her transfer, and plus the returned tokens by the paired Role B.927

Role B’s earnings are equal to her original 0 tokens, plus the transferred tokens928
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(multiplied by 3) and minus the returned tokens. Participants can access their929

earnings at the end of the two-stage game.930

Stage One: Payment931

1. 1.5 experimental tokens are equal to 1 yuan.932

2. The total payment for this experiment is the sum of the first stage payment,933

the second stage payment, and the show-up fee.934

<Quiz and Demo for Decision Interfaces>935

Stage Two: Decisions936

1. In Stage Two, Role A can provide a work contract to a randomly paired Role937

B in each round. Upon acceptance, Role B will decide her effort level in the938

production. Role A will earn revenue from the production and pay Role B,939

based on the contract accordingly.940

2. Role A will determine the detail of the contract. The contract consists of two941

components: a fixed wage component and a production-dependent compo-942

nent.943

Role A’s total wage expenditure = (fixed wage) + (production-dependent944

wage) × (production quantity).945

3. Role B will decide her effort level. The effort level will affect production946

(explained in the next two slides). Role A can only observe the quantity947

produced, instead of Role A’s effort level.948

4. Role A can access the paired Role B’s past play in Stage One.949

<Or: Role A can access all Role B’s average past play in Stage One.>950

5. The options for the fixed wage offer include: 100, 200, ... ,1000; the options for951

the production-dependent wage offer contain: 10, 20, ..., 100; the effort levels952

to choose are: 1, 2, ..., 10.953

Stage Two: Production954

1. Production quantity depends on Role B’s effort level and uncertain events.955

2. With half of the chance, the production will be 5 × (effort level). With the956

other half of the chance, the production will be 15 × (effort level).957

Stage Two: Earnings958

1. The profit rate is 80 so that Role A’s earnings can be written as: 80 × (produc-959

tion quantity) – (total wage).960
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2. Role B’s effort is costly and the cost for each effort level from 1 to 10 is961

correspondingly: 50, 200, 450, 800, 1250, 1800, 2450, 3200, 4050, 5000.962

<The experimental will distribute reference tables for Role A and Role B>963

3. Note that (total wage) = (fixed wage + production quantity × production-964

dependent wage).965

Stage Two: Payment966

1. 150 experimental currency units are equal to one yuan.967

2. The payment for the second stage will be randomly selected from one of the968

15 rounds. Your earnings in any round may be used for the final payment.969

3. The total payment for this experiment is the summation of the first stage970

payment, the second stage payment, and the show-up fee.971

C.1 Reference table for Role A and Role B972

Below is an example given Role B’s effort level = 4. There are ten tables covering973

10 different effort levels.974
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Figure A.7: Role A’s expected payoff given wage scheme and effort level

Figure A.8: Role B’s effort level, output and corresponding effort cost
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